Random (equal) birth and death, probability: λ = µ. • Brownian motion. • Advective stirring. (ϕ, θ are random phases) • IC: 20000 particles randomly placed in 1*1 box • Analytical Equation for G(r):
RESTRICTION -a many-one mapping from a high-dimensional description (such as a collection of particles in Monte Carlo simulations) to a low-dimensional description -such as a finite element approximation to a distribution of the particles.
LIFTING -a one-many mapping from low-to high-dimensional descriptions.
We do the step-by-step simulation in the high-dimensional description.
We do the macroscopic tasks in the low-dimensional description.
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So, the main point: Governing equations are a system of ODEs:
Physical parameters:
Experimental "knobs":
• a -forcing amplitude • f -forcing frequency
Physical effects include:
• Hertzian contact law between beads • Pre-compression of the beads • Forcing on bead 1 (and, optionally, bead N).
Computational Setup
Princeton University 
Matrix-Free Algorithms: Computation and Experiment
Until convergence:
Run a simulation with a perturbed initial condition to get y=F(x+εq j )-(x+εq j ).
2.
Approximate the action of the Jacobian as Jq j =(y-r)/ε 3.
Project out existing directions to get the new basis vector q j+1 2.Solve the linear system to update x Until convergence: 1. Initialize the experiment in the state x 1 and run it for a short burst of time (1/f) to get x 2 2. Record the difference in x, r=x 2 -x 1 Build the Krylov Space:
1.Re-initialize the experiment in the state x 1 and perturb it in the q j direction. Re-run the experiment to get y 2 . 2.Record the difference in the final states, Jq j = (y 2 -x 2 +εq j )/ε 1.Project out existing directions to get the new basis vector q j+1 3.Solve the linear system to update x F(x)-x x r
Via Simulation
x 1 
, , 1,
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Diffusion map procedure:
• Compute the pairwise distance between the data points • Apply a kernel to the pairwise distances to compute the similarity matrix ε is a user defined constant that depends on the length scale of the data 
Summary
• Engineered granular crystals are a rich playground for nonlinear dynamics and a practical material for applications • Furthermore, they are a playground that can be explored computationally and experimentally.
• The Equation-Free framework (and matrix-free procedures) is a bridge between experiments and computations (i.e., the same techniques used computationally can be used with property initialized experiments). • Recover the bifurcation diagram (so far: computationally, currently: in experiments) IMPORTANT, now: experiment initialization "at will"
• Diffusion maps provide a natural way of reducing and understanding complex, high-dimensional data -experiments can provide basis functions for the computations. • Can help in developing intuition, in reducing the dimensionality of the data, and in facilitating many computational tasks. Colored by ψ 5
Choice of Eigenvectors

DMAP Embedding
Application to the Swiss Roll 
Summary
• Engineered granular crystals are a rich playground for nonlinear dynamics and a practical material for future applications • Furthermore, they are a playground that can be explored computationally and experimentally.
• The Equation-Free framework (and matrix-free procedures) is a bridge between experiments and computations (i.e., the same techniques used computationally can be used with property initialized experiments). • Recover the bifurcation diagram (so far: computationally, currently: in experiments)
